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MEDIA INFORMATION / PUBLIC INFORMATION WORKSHEET
Please email to PIO Larry Gallegos at lagallegos@bernco.gov (505) 228-6668
1.
2.

Date/Incident number
Incident Address

06/09/17, #2017-009013
In Hondo Canyon, vicinity of 57 Arrowhead Tr.

3.
4.
5.

Area of County
Mutual Aid request/given
Reported by:

6.

Fire Condition/Alarms
(working fire, 2nd alarm)
Size & Type of
Structure/Incident
(apt/residential home/ bldg)
Number of Personnel
Responded (Units and FFs)

East Region, Dist. 40
S.O. Metro 1 & 2
A hiker on the trail called in to say his wife was becoming sick, requested
assistance.
N/A

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

Time Dispatched/1st Unit
Arrival time
Brief description of what 1st
unit on the scene saw.
Total time to bring fire under
control
Anyone inside at the time of
the fire. If yes, how many
How was family alerted?
(smoke detector, neighbors)
Injuries? If yes, include age,
gender, transport info &
injuries sustained.
Fire Origin? Was it contained
to origin?
Spread through %
Smoke Damage (light or heavy
smoke damage throughout)
Cause
(determined/undetermined
-->accident,natural,incendiary)
Estimated Damages
(structural, contents/vehicle)
Assisting Agencies like
Red Cross, # of displaced?
Contributing factors such as
wind or location
Additional information
(rescues, FF injuries and so
on)

N/A

6 personnel responded from Fire Dept.: Batt 7, E40, R40 & E46.
Metro 2 with a crew of 4, plus fuel truck and trailer with 1.
AAS #3055 remained at Sta. 40 with, waiting for pt.
Call received at 14:54, after call placed to Batt 7 dispatched at 15:01.
First units on scene at 15:13.
N/A
Total time for incident was 5 hr., 28 min.
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
BCSO, AAS
N/A
Batt 7 was alerted by Fire Control that a hiker called to say he was on a
trail in Hondo Canyon when his wife began having medical problems.
He was requesting assistance to help her out, a distance of 1-1/2 to 2
miles. E40 and R40 were dispatched to above location to begin
operations to reach to the pt. and assist her out. Using a wheeled stokes
basket they transported their EMS gear in with the intent on using the
basket to bring the pt. out. Metro 1 was in the air, and contact was made
with them to assist in locating the pt., which they accomplished. The
Rescue crew went in and reported extremely rough and rocky conditions.
Command was in frequent contact with the husband who reported his
wife’s condition was beginning to deteriorate. Command was informed
that Metro 2 was available to fly an extraction mission to bring the pt.
out, and they were launched. The Rescue crew continued in on foot,
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23. On Scene POC
24. Community Risk Reduction
Message
25. Additional Information
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eventually reaching the pt. Care was begun with IV fluids being
administered. The pt. was stabilized and prepared for transport. After
Metro 2 arrived in the area a BCFD PM was lowered to the ground, and
pt. care was transferred to him. The pt. was placed in a “screamer suit”,
hoisted to the aircraft, then flown to the East Mtn. Area Command Center
at Sta. 40. The aircraft set down and pt. care was transferred to AAS,
who transported her to UNMH in town. The aircraft then went back to
pick up the flight PM who remained behind, also assisting in transporting
out some of the ground crew EMS gear. The Rescue ground crew then
made their way out on foot. It was reported that this may have been the
first opportunity for a successful use of extraction of a pt. by combined
BSCO/BCFD personnel.
N/A
N/A
None

